Abstract. We use elementary means from the theories of Hilbert spaces and self adjoint operators to obtain the linear symplectomorphisms which preserve the positive energy condition.
Introduction
In the case of a finite dimensional Hilbert space of even dimension, there is a natural one to one correspondence between the set of all non-singular skew symmetric matrices and the set of all symplectic forms on the Hilbert space. In the infinite dimensional case, instead of non-singular skew symmetric matrices, there are injective skew adjoint operators. The construction of a similar correspondence does not define, for each skew adjoint operator, a symplectic form on the Hilbert space in general. However, it does give rise to a symplectic structure on a dense subspace of the Hilbert space. A quantum system associated to this classical system can be obtained by quantization as usual. (A classical system, or a phase space, shall be understood as a symplectic vector space. On the other hand, the term "quantum system" is used loosely to refer to structures arising from a quantization). In fact, the skew adjoint operator provides a canonical choice of a polarization for the quantization. Naturally, the skew adjoint operator leaves its mark on this canonical quantum system. Precisely, the canonical quantum system satisfies a positive energy condition. This condition concerns the behavior of a quantum system with respect to the action on the phase space of the dynamical group generated by the operator.
A linear symplectomorphism of the phase space gives rise to, in general, a different polarization. Remarkably, the strictly classical information of polarization preserving can be translated at the quantum level into the positivity of the energy. More elaborately, quantization using the polarization induced by a linear symplectomorphism yields another quantum system. It turns out that this new quantum system satisfies the same positive energy condition as the canonical one if and only if the induced polarization is the same as the canonical one. There are results involving sophisticated techniques (see for instance [6] ) which, perhaps after they have been appropriately rephrased, imply the above statement. The purpose of this paper is to provide a proof which only makes use of elementary means from the theories of Hilbert spaces and self adjoint operators. More importantly, our proof is natural for our approach which starts with an arbitrary skew adjoint operator on a real Hilbert space instead of a complex Hilbert space as usual. The reason for our approach is that there are many interesting and significant examples of such classical systems. We shall mention one of them here. Let M be a smooth manifold equipped with a finite measure fi and let <j > be a measure preserving smooth ergodic flow on M. Let W<f, be the vector space of all real valued integral zero functions which are smooth along <j >. The topology on Wtf, is generated by the semi norms (f M \Dj,f\ 2 dfiM) where D^f is the gradient of / € W^ along <f>. There is a natural symplectic form on W^ given by -f M fD^gdfiM-When M is the circle S 1 and <f) the standard parametrization of the circle, W,<f> is the Lie algebra of the based loop group fi(5 1 ,i/(l)) and the symplectic structure under consideration is given by u<j>{f,g) -^ fo 2 * mg'(0)d9. The quantization of this symplectic vector space leads to a representation theory that is important in the study of loop groups [4] , [5] .
Preliminaries
In this section, we shall briefly mention some information we will need, supplying references for a more detailed discussion. This section also serves to set up notations that will be suitable for our purpose.
Let H be a real Hilbert space with inner product < , > and norm || ||. Let A be an injective skew adjoint operator on H with domain D(A). We also let Ut be the one parameter group of isometries of H generated by A. We define Wa to be the space of all smooth vectors of A. This means that u>a is a symplectic form on Wa• (Strictly speaking, it is a weak symplectic form. However, since we will only be working with weak symplectic forms, we shall drop the word "weak" and simply call it a symplectic form.) The Heisenberg Lie algebra associated to the symplectic vector space (Wa,&a) is is a pair of linear maps (a+,a_) from V into the set of operators defined on a dense subspace V of a complex Hilbert space H satisfying the properties listed below:
(0) They map V into V.
(1) Let < , >n be the inner product on H. Then we have < a+(tO&,& >n=< fi,a_(t;)i2 >n for all £I,£ 2 € f • Also, the following commutation relations are satisfied: 
We shall also call U a Fock representation of the Weyl relations over (V, OJ).
(2) An equivalence of Fock representations, or simply a Fock equivalence, is an equivalence, of unitary representations, which respects the vacuum vectors (up to a scalar factor of modulus one).
A Fock representation of the CCR over (WA,U a ) is a representation of the Heisenberg Lie algebra associated to (WA,U>A) while the Fock representation of the WRover {Wa,l>a) is a unitary representation of the Heisenberg group associated to (W a ,VA)-The construction of these representations goes as follows [5] . Consider the polar decomposition A = JA\A\ of the operator A into the product of two operators on H\ J A which is orthogonal and \A\ which is positive self adjoint. It is well known that J a is a complex structure on H [1] . Since A and J a commute, J a restricts to a complex structure on WA-In fact, J A and U>A are compatible in the sense that J A preserves to A-, meaning that U>A{JAVI, JAV 2 ) = UA(V I,V 2 ) for all VI, v 2 in WA, and the expression U>A(JAVI, V2) defines a positive definite inner product on WA -Hence J A defines a Kahler polarization for Wa-Quantization of (Wa,u?a) can now be carried out as usual with this canonical polarization. We shall mention the procedure briefly. We write the complexification Wa,c °f Wa as a direct sum ,u>a) and F belongs to Sp{WAi W/i), then U o F is another Fock representation of the WR over {Wa,ua)-It is natural to ask whether there is any physical characteristic possesed by the quantum system Ua that reflects the fact that Ua is obtained from the classical system in a canonical way, and thus distinguishes it from the other quantum systems Ua 0 F. Of course, we cannot hope to distinguish IJ a and Ua°F'i{F~1JaF = J a in this respect. It turns out that the optimal result can be obtained by using a positive energy condition [6] . DEFINITION 2.3 . Let (V,u>) be a symplectic vector space on which there is a strongly continuous dynamical group Ut which is symplectic with respect to lo. Let U be a Fock representation of the Weyl relations over (V,u>) on the complex Hilbert space 7i. We say that U is of positive energy if all of the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) There exists a strongly continuous one parameter group r ( of isometries of H which intertwines with the action of V; i.e. for any v G V,
for every i€l.
(2) The self adjoint infinitesimal generator T of r t is positive, i.e. for every vector £ in the domain of T, < >w> 0 where < , >n is the inner product on H.
(3) The vacuum vector ii of H is invariant under r t .
Notice that r t in the above definition is a Fock equivalence between U and U o U t for every t. Also note that "of positive energy" is a Fock equivalence notion. Also, the positive energy condition given by the above definition is not just about the positivity of the spectrum of T. It also requires the vacuum state to be a state of zero energy, i.e. the vacuum vector be an eigenvector of T of zero eigenvalue.
The Proof
We consider the problem of finding every linear symplectomorphism F so that Ua 0 F is of positive energy. We shall provide a proof of the answer which uses elementary means coherent to our approach. PROPOSITION 
The canonical Fock representation Ua of the Weyl relation is of positive energy.
Proof. Let Ut be the dynamical group on H generated by A. Since U t commutes with A, it is symplectic. Also, it commutes with the canonical complex structure J A-Thus it induces on HA a continuous one parameter group of isometries Ut, called the induced field action of U t . Its action on the subspace WA,C,+ HA can be described by the following equation The right hand side approaches zero as t approaches zero. Proof. We denote the extension off 1 to WA,C by F again. With respect to the decomposition given by equation (2.1), F can be written as Then for any v 6 WA,
Hence r ( intertwines with the action of Wa• The infinitesimal generator of r t is unitarily equivalent to A and hence has positive spectrum. Furthermore, Y maps the vacuum vector fi to itself and so r t fi = ii for all t. Therefore, Ua 0 F is a positive energy representation. Conversely, suppose Ua O F is a positive energy representation. Let r t be a one parameter group of isometries of HA that is related to UA ° F in the sense of definition 2.3 and let T be its self adjoint infinitesimal generator. As before, we write F as in equation 
&(FU t v/2) + i&(FJ A U t v/2)
where we have used Utw to denote (Utv -iJAUtv)/2. Therefore, putting everything together, we obtain (3.4)
T t bw = a (F(Uïw))SL = bUtW.
As it will be useful later, let us mention that by a similar argument as above, we have The next step of the argument would be to differentiate equation (3.4) at t = 0. However, in order to have the symplectic map F involved in the calculation, we need to find a way to combine (3.4) and (3.5) and then perform the two calculations simultaneously. For that matter, we now bring in an auxiliary structure, namely thé conjugate Ha of Ha-More precisely, we define an inner product, denoted by < , >a again, on Wa,c,~ = ^A,C,+ by < W [, w2 Now we shall differentiate the above at / = 0 and let us clearify that convergence and unitarity are with respect to the inner product on HA 0 HA-
With a similar calculation as the one in the proof of the previous proposition, we find that the limit on the right hand side is Aw. Thus F(w) € D(T) and
T(F(w)) = -iF(Aw) = F(JAw).
So with the help of equation (2.3), we can calculate < The right hand side is negative. But we have already shown that that is not possible. Hence 6 = 0 and the proof of the theorem is complete.
•
In closing, perhaps we shall say a few more words about the interpretation of the result in order to put the result in the perspective taken in the introduction. If F is any element in Sp(W a ,UA), then J -J&F is again a complex structure on WA and furthermore, J and UA are compatible in the sense mentioned in section two. So J also defines a Kahler polarization for WA-In fact, if we use this polarization for the quantization of the phase space, we obtain a Fock representation of the WR over {WA,^A) which is Fock equivalent to UA 0 F. So indeed, the way the theorem has been phrased is equivalent to the statement in the introduction.
